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Abstrat
We present a rigorous derivation of the ow at arbitrary time in a deterministi
ellular automaton model of traÆ ow. The derivation employs regularities in preim-
ages of bloks of zeros, reduing the problem of preimage enumeration to a well known
lattie path ounting problem. Assuming innite lattie size and random initial on-
guration, the ow an be expressed in terms of generalized hypergeometri funtion.
We show that the steady state limit agrees with previously published results.
1. Introdution
Sine the introdution of the Nagel-Shrekenberg (N-S) model in 1992 [8℄, ellular automata
beame a well established method of traÆ ow modeling. Comparatively low omputational
ost of ellular automata models made it possible to ondut large-sale real-time simulations
of urban traÆ in the ity of Duisburg [2℄ and Dallas/Forth Worth [10℄. Several simplied
models have been proposed, inluding models based on deterministi ellular automata. For
example, Nagel and Herrmann [9℄ onsidered deterministi version of the N-S model, while
Fukui and Ishibashi [5℄ introdued another model (to be referred to as F-I model), whih
an be understood as a generalization of ellular automaton rule 184. Rule 184, one of the
elementary CA rules investigated by Wolfram [13℄, had been later studied in detail as a
simple model of surfae growth [6℄, as well as in the ontext of density lassiation problem
[3℄. It is one of the only two (symmetri) non-trivial elementary rules onserving the number
1
of ative sites [1℄, and, therefore, an be interpreted as a rule governing dynamis of partiles
(ars). Partiles (ars) move to the left if their right neighbor site is empty, and do not move
if the right neighbor site is oupied, all of them moving simultaneously at eah disrete
time step. Using terminology of lattie stohasti proesses, rule 184 an be viewed as a
disrete-time version of totally asymmetri simple exlusion proess. Further generalization
of the F-I model has been proposed in [4℄.
In all traÆ models, the main quantity of interest is the average veloity of ars, or the
average ow, dened as a produt of the average veloity and the density of ars. The graph
of the ow as a funtion of density is alled a fundamental diagram, and is typially studied
in the steady state (t ! 1). For the F-I model, steady-state fundamental diagram an be
obtained using mean-eld argument [5℄, as well as by statistial mehanial approah [11℄ or
by studying the time evolution of inter-ar spaing [12℄. In general, little is known about non-
equilibrium properties of the ow. In [3℄, we investigated dynamis of rule 184 and derived
expression for the ow at arbitrary time, assuming that the initial onguration (at t = 0)
was random, using the onept of defets and analyzing the dynamis of their ollisions. In
what follows, we shall generalize results of [3℄ for the deterministi F-I traÆ ow model and
derive the expression for the ow at arbitrary time. The derivation employs regularities of
preimages of bloks of zeros, reduing the problem of preimage enumeration to a well known
ombinatorial problem of lattie path ounting. Assuming innite lattie size and random
initial onguration, the ow an then be expressed in terms of generalized hypergeometri
funtion. We will, unlike in [3℄, explore regularities of preimages using purely algebrai
methods, i.e., without resorting to properties of spatiotemporal diagrams and dynamis of
defets.
2. Deterministi traÆ rules
Deterministi version of the F-I traÆ model is dened on one-dimensional lattie of L sites
with periodi boundary onditions. Eah site is either oupied by a vehile, or empty. The
veloity of eah vehile is an integer between 0 and m. If x(i; t) denotes the position of
the ith ar at time t, the position of the next ar ahead at time t is x(i+ 1; t). With this
notation, the system evolves aording to a synhronous rule given by
x(i; t+ 1) = x(i; t) + v(i; t); (1)
where
v(i; t) = min (x(i+ 1; t)  x(i; t)  1;m) (2)
is the veloity of ar i at time t. Sine g = x(i + 1; t)   x(i; t)   1 is the gap (number of
empty sites) between ars i and i+ 1 at time t, one ould say that eah time step, eah ar
advanes by g sites to the right if g  m, and by m sites if g > m. When m = 1, this model
is equivalent to elementary ellular automaton rule 184, for whih a number of exat results
is known [6, 3℄.
The main quantities of interest in this paper will be the average veloity of ars at time
t dened as
v(t) =
1
N
N
X
i=1
v(i; t); (3)
2
and the average ow (t) = v(t), where  = N=L is the density of ars. In what follows, we
will assume that at t = 0 the ars are randomly distributed on the lattie. When N ! 1,
this orresponds to a situation when sites are oupied by a ar with probability , or are
empty with probability 1   .
In general, if N
k
(t) is the number of ars with veloity k, we have
v(t) =
1
N
m
X
k=1
kN
k
(t): (4)
When k < m, N
k
(t) is just the number of bloks of type 10
k
1, where 0
k
denotes k zeros.
This means that a probability of an ourrene of the blok 10
k
1 at time t an be written
as P
t
(10
k
1) = N
k
=L. Similarly, for k = m, P
t
(10
m
) = N
m
(t)=L. As a onsequene, equation
(4) beomes
v(t) =
m 1
X
k=1
kP
t
(10
k
1)

+
mP
t
(10
m
)

(5)
We will now demonstrate that in the deterministi F-I model with maximum speed m the
average ow depends only on one blok probability. More preisely, we shall prove the
following:
Proposition 1. In the deterministi F-I model with the maximum speed m, the average
ow 
m
(t) is given by

m
(t) = 1    P
t
(0
m+1
): (6)
To prove this proposition by indution, we rst note that for m = 1 equation (5) gives

1
(t) = P
t
(10). Using onsisteny ondition for blok probabilities P
t
(10)+P
t
(00) = P
t
(0) =
1   , we obtain 
1
(t) = 1      P (00), whih veries (6) in the m = 1 ase. Now assume
that (6) is true for some m = n  1 (where n > 1), and ompute 
n
(t):

n
(t) = nP
t
(10
n
) +
n 1
X
j=1
jP (10
j
1) =
= nP
t
(10
n
) + (n  1)P
t
(10
n 1
1) +
n 2
X
j=1
jP (10
j
1)
= (n   1)[P
t
(10
n 1
1) + P
t
(10
n
)℄ + P
t
(10
n
) +
n 2
X
j=1
jP (10
j
1)
Using onsisteny ondition P
t
(10
n 1
1) + P
t
(10
n
) = P
t
(10
n 1
) we obtain

n
(t) = P
t
(10
n
) + (n  1)P
t
(10
n 1
) +
n 2
X
j=1
jP (10
j
1) = P
t
(10
n
) + 
m 1
(t)
Taking into aount that P
t
(10
n
) = P
t
(0
n
)   P
t
(0
n+1
) (whih, again, is just a onsisteny
ondition for blok probabilities), and using (6) to express 
m 1
(t), we nally obtain

m
(t) = 1    P
t
(0
m+1
): (7)
This means that validity of (6) for m = n follows from its validity for m = n  1, onluding
our proof by indution.
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3. Enumeration of preimages of 0
m+1
Proposition 1 redues the problem of omputing 
m
(t) to the problem of nding the probabil-
ity of a blok of m+1 zeros. In order to nd this probability, we will now use the fat that the
deterministi F-I model is equivalent to a ellular automaton dened as follows. Let s(i; t)
denotes the state of a lattie site i at time t (note that i now labels onseutive lattie sites,
not onseutive ars), where s(i; t) = 1 for a site oupied by a ar and s(i; t) = 0 otherwise.
We an immediately realize that if a site i is empty at time t, then at time t+1 it an beome
oupied by a ar arriving from the left, but not from a site further than i  m. Similarly,
if a site i is oupied, it will beome empty at the next time step only and only if site i+ 1
is empty. Thus, in general, s(i; t+ 1) depends on s(i  m; t); s(i m+ 1; t); : : : ; s(i+ 1; t),
i.e., on the state of m sites to the left, one site to the right, and itself, but not on any other
site, what an be expressed as
s(i; t+ 1) = f
m

s(i m; t); s(i m+ 1; t); : : : ; s(i+ 1; t)

; (8)
where f
m
is alled a loal funtion of the ellular automaton. For the F-I CA, one an write
expliit formula
1
for f
m
, suh as
f
m

s(i m; t); s(i m+ 1; t); : : : ; s(i+ 1; t)

= s(i; t) minfs(i; t); 1  s(i+ 1; t)g
+min
n
maxfs(i m; t); s(i m+ 1; t); : : : ; s(i  1; t)g; 1  s(i; t)
o
; (9)
whih, using terminology of ellular automata theory, represents a rule with left radius m
and right radius 1. In general, after t iteration of this ellular automaton rule, state of a site
s(i; t) depends on s(i mt; 0); s(i mt+ 1; 0); : : : ; s(i+ t; 0), but not on any other sites in
the initial onguration. Similarly, a blok of k sites s(i; t)s(i+1; t) : : : s(i+k) depends only
on a blok s(i mt; 0); s(i mt+1; 0); : : : ; s(i+k+ t; 0), as shematially shown in Figure 1.
We will say that s(i mt; 0); s(i mt+ 1; 0); : : : ; s(i+ k + t; 0) is an t-step preimage of the
blok s(i; t)s(i+1; t) : : : s(i+k). Preimages in the F-I ellular automaton have the following
property:
Proposition 2. Blok a
1
a
2
a
3
: : : a
p
is an n-step preimage of a blok 0
m+1
if and only if
p = (n+ 1)(m+ 1) and, for every k (1  k  p)
k
X
i=1
(a
i
) > 0; (10)
where (1) =  m and (0) = 1.
Before we present a proof of this proposition, note that it an be interpreted as follows.
Let us assume that we have a blok of zeros and ones of length p, where p = (n+1)(m+1),
and we want to hek if this blok is an n-step preimage of a blok 0
m+1
. We start with a
\apital" equal to zero. Now we move from the leftmost site to the right, and every time we
enounter 0, we inrease our apital by m. Every time we enounter 1, our apital dereases
1
Sine formula (9) will not be used in subsequent alulations, we give it withot proof (whih is elemen-
tary).
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t=1
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B2
Figure 1: Fragment of a spatiotemporal diagram for the F-I rule with m = 2. States of nine
sites during three onseutive time steps are are shown, blak irles representing oupied
sites. Blok B
1
= 101110100 is a 2-step preimage of the blok B
2
= 100. Outlined sites
onstitute \light one" of the blok B
2
, meaning that the state of sites belonging to B
2
an
depend only on sites inside the outlined region, but not on sites outside this region.
by 1. If we an move from a
1
to a
p
and our apital stays always larger than zero, the string
a
1
a
2
a
3
: : : a
p
is a preimage of 0
m+1
. Condition (10) an be also written as
k
X
i=1
a
i
<
k
m+ 1
; (11)
beause (x) = 1   (m+ 1)x for x 2 f0; 1g.
For the purpose of the proof, strings a
1
a
2
: : : a
p
of length p satisfying (11) for a given m
and for every k  N will be alled m-admissible strings.
Lemma. Let s(1; t)s(2; t) : : : s(p; t) be an m-admissible string. If
s(i; t+ 1) = f
m

s(i m; t); s(i m+ 1; t); : : : ; s(i+ 1; t)

; (12)
and if f
m
is a loal funtion of the deterministi F-I model with maximum speed m, then
s(m+ 1; t+ 1)s(m+ 2; t+ 1) : : : s(p  1; t+ 1) is also an m-admissible string.
To prove the lemma, it is helpful to employ the fat that the F-I rule onserves the
number of ars. Let 0 < k < p and let us onsider strings S
1
= s(1; t)s(2; t) : : : s(k; t) and
S
2
= s(m+1; t+1)s(2; t+1) : : : s(k; t+1). If the string s(1; t)s(2; t) : : : s(k; t) ism-admissible,
then its rst m+ 1 sites must be zeros. This means that in one time step, no ar an enter
string s(1; t)s(2; t) : : : s(k; t) from the left. On the other hand, in a single time step, only one
ar (or none) an leave the string on the right hand side, i.e.,
k
X
i=1
s(i; t) = +
k
X
i=m+1
s(i; t+ 1) (13)
where  2 f0; 1g. Three ases an be distinguished:
5
(i) All sites s(k  m+ 1; t)s(k  m+ 2; t) : : : s(k; t) are empty (equal to 0). Then no ar
leaves S
1
, whih means that  = 0, and
k
X
i=1
s(i; t) =
k
X
i=m+1
s(i; t+ 1) =
k m
X
i=m+1
s(i; t+ 1) <
k  m
m+ 1
: (14)
The last inequality is a diret onsequene of m-admissibility of S
1
. Sine the length of the
string S
2
is equal to k  m, the above relation (whih holds for arbitrary k) proves that S
2
is also m-admissible in the ase onsidered.
(ii) Among sites s(k   m + 1; t)s(k   m + 2; t) : : : s(k; t) there is at least one whih is
oupied (equal to 1), and s(k + 1; t) = 1. In this ase, sine the last site in S
1
is \bloked"
by the ar at s(k + 1; t), again no ar an leave string S
1
in one time step. Therefore,
k
X
i=1
s(i; t) =
k
X
i=m+1
s(i; t+ 1): (15)
m-admissibility of S
2
implies
k + 1
m+ 1
>
k+1
X
i=1
s(i; t) =
k
X
i=1
s(i; t) + 1: (16)
Combining (15) with (16) we obtain
k m
X
i=m+1
s(i; t+ 1) <
k  m
m+ 1
; (17)
whih again shows that S
2
is m-admissible.
(iii) Among sites s(k  m + 1; t)s(k  m + 2; t) : : : s(k; t) there is at least one whih is
oupied (equal to 1), and s(k + 1; t) = 0. In this ase, one ar will leave right end of the
string S
1
, therefore
k
X
i=1
s(i; t) =
k
X
i=m+1
s(i; t+ 1)   1: (18)
As before, from m-admissibility of S
1
we have
k+1
X
i=1
s(i; t) =
k
X
i=1
s(i; t) <
k + 1
m+ 1
; (19)
hene
k
X
i=m+1
s(i; t+ 1) =
k
X
i=m+1
s(i; t+ 1)   1 <
k + 1
m+ 1
  1 =
k  m
m+ 1
; (20)
whih demonstrates that ase (iii) also leads to m-admissibility of S
2
, onluding the proof
of our lemma.
Let us now assume that the blok B
1
= s(1; t)s(2; t) : : : s(p; t) is m admissible (n being
some xed integer and p = (m+ 1)(n + 1)). Applying the lemma to this blok we onlude
that B
2
= s(m + 1; t + 1)s(2; t + 1) : : : s(p   1; t+ 1) is m-admissible as well. Applying the
6
YX
x=my
(n0,n1)
(0,0)
Figure 2: m-admissible blok with n
0
zeros and n
1
ones is equivalent to a lattie path from
the origin to (n
0
; n
1
) whih does not touh nor ross the line x = my. 0 orresponds to a
horizontal segment, while 1 to a vertial segment.
lemma to B
2
we obtain m-admissible blok B
3
= s(2m+1; t+2)s(2; t+2) : : : s(p  2; t+2).
After n appliations of the lemma we end up with the onlusion that the string B
n+1
=
s(nm + 1; n + 1)s(nm + 2; n + 1) : : : s(p   n) is m-admissible. Sine the length of B
n+1
is
p n nm = (n+1)(m+1) n(m+1) = m+1, it must, to be m-admissible, be omposed of
all zeros, i.e., B
m+1
= 0
m+1
. This means that m-admissibility of B
1
is a suÆient ondition
for B
1
to be an n-step preimage of 0
m+1
. Reversing steps in the above reasoning, one an
show that is is also a neessary ondition.
4. Fundamental diagram
We shall now use proposition 2 to alulate P
t
(0
m+1
). First of all, we note that P
t
(0
m+1
)
is equal to the probability of ourrene of t-step preimage of 0
m+1
in the initial (random)
onguration, that is
P
t
(0
m+1
) =
X
P
0
(a); (21)
where the sum goes over all t-step preimages of 0
m+1
. Consider now a string whih ontains
n
0
zeros and n
1
ones. The number of suh strings an be immediately obtained if we realize
that it is equal to the number of lattie paths from the origin to (n
0
; n
1
) whih do not touh
nor ross the line x = my, as shown in Figure 2. This is a well known ombinatorial problem
[7℄, and the number of aforementioned paths equals
n
0
 mn
1
n
0
+ n
1
 
n
0
+ n
1
n
1
!
(22)
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Figure 3: Graph of the probability P
t
(0
m+1
) as a funtion of  for m = 2 and t = 1 (upper
line), t = 5 (middle line), and t = 100 (lower line).
Probability of ourrene of suh a blok in a random ongurations is, therefore,
n
0
 mn
1
n
0
+ n
1
 
n
0
+ n
1
n
1
!

n
1
(1  )
n
0
; (23)
where  = P (1). In a t-step preimage of 0
m+1
the minimum number of zeros is 1 +m(t+ 1)
zeros, while the maximum is (m+1)(t+1) (orresponding to all zeros). Therefore, summing
over all possible number of zeros i, we obtain
P
t
(0
m+1
) =
(m+1)(t+1)
X
i=1+m(t+1)
i m[(m+ 1)(t+ 1)  i℄
(m+ 1)(t+ 1)
 
(m+ 1)(t+ 1)
(m+ 1)(t+ 1)  i
!

(m+1)(t+1) i
(1  )
i
Changing summation index j = i m(t+ 1) we obtain
P
t
(0
m+1
) =
t+1
X
j=1
j
t+ 1
 
(m+ 1)(t+ 1)
t+ 1   j
!

t+1 j
(1  )
m(t+1)+j
: (24)
Figure 3. shows a graph of P
t
(0
m+1
) as a funtion of  for m = 2 and several values of
t. We an observe that as t inreases, the graph beomes \sharper" at  = 1=3, eventually
developing singularity (disontinuity in the rst derivative) at  = 1=3. More preisely, one
an show (see appendix) that
lim
t!1
P
t
(0
m+1
) =
(
1  (m+ 1) if p < 1=(m + 1);
0 otherwise:
(25)
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P1
(0
m+1
), therefore, an be viewed as the order parameter in a phase transition with ritial
point at  = 1=(m+1). Using Proposition 1 we an now nd the average ow in the steady
state

m
(1) =
(
m if p < 1=(m+ 1);
1   otherwise;
(26)
whih agrees with mean-eld type alulations reported in [5℄ as well as with results of
[11, 12℄.
To verify validity of the result for t < 1, we performed omputer simulations using a
lattie of 10
5
sites with periodi boundary onditions. The average ow has been reorded
after eah iteration up to t = 100 for three values of : at the ritial point  = 1=3 as well
as below and above the ritial point. The resulting plots of the ow as a funtion of time
are presented in Figure 4. Again, the agreement with theoretial urves

m
(t) = 1     
t+1
X
j=1
j
t+ 1
 
(m+ 1)(t+ 1)
t+ 1   j
!

t+1 j
(1   )
m(t+1)+j
(27)
is very good.
Without going into details, we note that the formula (27) an be also expressed in terms
of generalized hypergeometri funtion
2
F
1
:

m
(t) = 1   
(1   )
1+m+mt

t
(1 +m+ t+mt)!
(1 +m+mt)(1 + t)!(m+mt)!
2
F
1
"
2 ;  t
2 +m+mt
; 1 
1

#
; (28)
Sine fast numerial algorithms for omputing
2
F
1
exist, this form might be useful for the
purpose of numerial evaluation of 
m
(t).
5. Conlusion
We presented derivation of the ow at arbitrary time in the deterministi F-I ellular au-
tomaton model of traÆ ow. First, we showed that the ow an be expressed by the
probability of ourrene of the blok of m+ 1 zeros P (0
m+1
). By employing regularities in
preimages of bloks of zeros, we redued the problem of preimage enumeration to the lattie
path ounting problem. Finally, we used the number of preimages to nd P (0
m+1
), whih
determines the ow.
We also found that the ow in the steady state, obtained by taking t!1 limit, agrees
with previously reported mean-eld type alulations, meaning that in the ase of the F-I
model mean-eld approximation gives exat results. This seems to be true not only for the F-I
model, but also for many other CA rules onserving the number of ative sites (\onservative"
CA). For example, in [1℄ we reported that the third order loal struture approximation,
whih is a generalization of simple mean-eld theory inorporating short-range orrelations,
yields the fundamental diagram for rule 60200 (one of the 4-input \onservative" CA rules)
in extremely good agreement with omputer simulations. Taking this into aount, we
onjeture that the loal struture approximation gives exat fundamental diagram for almost
all \onservative" rules, exluding, perhaps, those rules for whih the fundamental diagram
is not suÆiently \regular" (meaning not pieewise linear). This problem is urrently under
investigation.
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5
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Appendix
In order to nd the limit lim
t!1
P
t
(0
m+1
) we an write eq. (24) in the form
P
t
(0
m+1
) =
t+1
X
j=1
j
t+ 1
b(t+ 1  j; (m+ 1)(t+ 1); ); (29)
where
b(k; n; p) =
 
n
k
!
p
k
(1  p)
n k
(30)
is the distribution funtion of the binomial distribution. Using de Moivre-Laplae limit
theorem, binomial distribution for large n an be approximated by the normal distribution
b(k; n; p) 
1
q
2np(1  p)
exp
 (k   np)
2
2np(1   p)
: (31)
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To simplify notation, let us dene T = t+1 andM = m+1. Now, using (31) to approximate
b(T   j;MT; ) in (29), and approximating sum by an integral, we obtain
P
t
(0
m+1
) =
Z
T
1
x
T
1
q
2MT(1  )
exp
 (T   x MT)
2
2MT(1   )
dx: (32)
Integration yields
P
t
(0
m+1
) =
s
M(1  )
2T
(
exp
 
 (1  T +MT )
2
2MT(1   )
!
  exp
 
 MT
2(1   )
!)
+
1
2
(1 M)
8
<
:
erf
0

MT
q
2M(1   )T
1
A
  erf
0

1  T +MT
q
2M(1   )T
1
A
9
=
;
;
where erf(x) denotes the error funtion
erf(x) =
2
p

Z
x
0
e
 t
2
dt: (33)
The rst term in the above equation (involving two exponentials) tends to 0 with T ! 1.
Moreover, sine lim
x!1
erf(x) = 1, we obtain
lim
t!1
P
t
(0
m+1
) =
1
2
(1 M)
8
<
:
1  lim
T!1
erf
0

1  T +MT
q
2M(1   )T
1
A
9
=
;
:
Now, noting that
lim
T!1
erf
0

1  T +MT
q
2M(1   )T
1
A
=
(
1; if M  1;
 1; otherwise;
(34)
and returning to the original notation, we reover eq. (25):
lim
t!1
P
t
(0
m+1
) =
(
1  (m+ 1) if p < 1=(m + 1);
0 otherwise:
(35)
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